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bridge—affiliated to King's College, London, ' which will thus
form the centre of a system of education for the middling
classes of society. . . .'*
King's College School itself (1831), the Anglican joint stock
prototype of these new day schools, revealed the magnitude
of the unsatisfied demand when it enrolled four hundred boys
at fifteen guineas a year by the beginning of its fourth school
year, in spite of a compulsory leaving age of sixteen.
It was, however, new boarding-schools with broader curri-
cula that aroused most enthusiasm among the early Victorians.
Yet the more fashionable the Rugby and Winchester type of
school became, the greater grew the demand for day schools
run as nearly as possible ' on public-school lines/ as they said
in the railway age.   So in 1864-69 Lord Tauntoa and the
schools inquiry commission made out a case for adapting
educational endowments to the needs of their age. Under the
resultant endowed schools act of 1869, schemes were made
under Gladstone's government for reforming the administra-
tion of some two hundred foundations. Dead and dying schools
were resuscitated. Rich foundations were obliged to run not
only a first-grade grammar school able to keep boys till they
reached university age, but sometimes a second-grade school
as well for boys who left at sixteen, and in the case of the very
richest foundations a school for girls too. To satisfy parents
that they came up to an average standard of attainment and
to ward off the threat of state examination as a test of effi-
ciency, these schools and others voluntarily submitted them-
selves to the local examinations organized by the universities
for the convenience of private schools for boys and girls since
1858.  They were subjected to boards of local governors; but
no adequate provision was made for the representation of
either the masters who made the school or the distinguished
old boys of the future who might be expected to take a loyal
and generous pride in its gradual development.
Educational endowments were thus applied to female educa-
tion for the firSt time. And this gave a great impetus to the
* Centenary History of King's College 3 London, p. 81. seq.

